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Time which antiquates Antiquities,

and hath an art to make dust of all things,

hath yet spared these minor Monuments.

—  Sir Thomas Browne, Hydriotaphia, Chapter V.
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Italianate. As if the word can turn

the weeping skies of Wales unbroken blue,

can crack the flags, which gravity and rain

have worked towards the sea. Italianate.

It’s marketing, a mumble for the bank,

like sketches showing pretty little streets

of cottages for visitors to hire.

‘What country friends is this? Illyria?’

Close, but no coconut from Cambria’s palms.

This is the ghost coast of Bohemia,

where rising hills are coiled with domes and damp

and woods conceal intentions, paths and bears.

Go careful in this fretwork fairy tale

where Merlin’s heir has made the village church

from plywood and a borrowed inglenook,

called columns from all corners of the isle

for avenues and grottoes, twisted steel

to sullen ecstasy, transformed a ship

from lively wood to grounded concrete hulk.

Prologue – Portmeirion
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That’s where the princess stooped beside the pool,

arms elbow deep in ice to free the fish,

the wisest creature left between the walls.

That rocky vantage there: that’s where the dwarf

spat curses as the water chilled her pride.

He scuttled up those steps to mend his plans,

but heard, as he ran past the Buddha’s feet,

the prince-bear roaring in the woods,

man’s mind and form dependent on her tears.

And here, they found the singing-ringing tree,

still green, although knee-deep in eldritch snow.

The consummation, bare prince and princess,

took place in that small hut, when winter rain

had driven off the summer guests and left

them lone and loving, unrestrained, untame.

She calls him bear on nights beside the fire

when all their royal offspring are in bed

and servants snug in garrets. Then he wraps

the furry rug about him and, on fours,

reprises his enchantment until she,

her hair a little thinner than it was,

releases him. At least, that’s what I heard.
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He followed her as fast as he could … but the greater was his speed, 
all the further she was from him … Then Pwyll spoke. ‘Maiden, for 
the sake of him who thou lovest, stay for me.’ ‘I will, gladly,’ said she, 
‘and it had been better for the horse hadst thou asked this long since.’

—  Pwyll, Prince of Dyfed. The Mabinogion. 

(G Jones & T Jones, 1949).

In your sudden fury: stop asking why.
Not expecting anger, and astounded why
could be a bad thing, I had no answer.
Now, Kate (I think, but snub-nose, collar length, blonde)
let me tell you what I, nineteen,
self-consciously reading The Mabinogion,
and not in a team, let along a league,
could not tell you thirty-seven years ago.

why is the first cause of our being here,
itinerant diggers, students, holidaying workers,
sleeping on steel bunks in a hay loft.
We grub at the soil for the what, how, who and when.
The where of the round house is well-defined:
SH61663170
nails it to ‘the flat top of a low ridge
skirting the western flank of Moel y Gerddi hill’.
Although we must admit the iron age where –
with the sea at the base of Harlech’s rock
and no Harlech or dick-swinging Edward –

Moel y Gerddi
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is not the where of the 1980 excavation,
itself a where before Lady Diana and public feelings.

why, contingent on those other questions,
is the continual chant of good history,
that can make a mass of stones
the Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society.
We beg of the past, which recedes faster as we advance,
a pause, a chance of conversation,
in which we may learn something of its errands.
Becoming, in our obsession, three-year-olds
remorselessly asking with scant thought for others.

But three-year-olds learn so much about the world.
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The winter afternoon closing in
we went to see Calixtus his stone,
the inscription trafficked down to three lines:
he might – MONEDO REGI – have been king of Môn.
Whoever had painted up his letters in red
had mis-stroked and ‘made a bloody mess of that.’

Graves freeze time in ripples from his first fall.
Hen-daid and Hen-nain closest to the church,
then Taid and Nain, a clutch of aunts,
and, out in the new graveyard, you and Mam,
planted head to the sea, feet to the hills,
with the same care as a bulb
all ready for the sun of the new spring.

I am unsure, after thirty years,
whether my instant reddening on
loosing that mild profanity in a church
was provoked by conscience or your witness;
but in the centre of that greater profanity
my speech scarcely registered.

Eglwys Saint Bodfan, Llanaber
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… who knows the fate of his bones, or how often he is to be buried? 
who hath the Oracle of his ashes, or whether they are to be scattered?

—  Sir Thomas Browne, Hydriotaphia, Dedication.

Let fall the urn its contents to a cloth –
else mortal dust will drift to airy motes.
Observe how human bulk can sink to so 
few pounds of bone and ash as urging fire
(which Heraclitus thought the first of all)
shrinks carnal composition down to calx.
While reconstruction from surviving bones
be no impossible physiognomy,
conjectured from the shape the carnous parts
might hang upon their full consistencies;
yet here, the urnall fragments which subsist,
imperfectly transmuted by the flames,
these teeth and ribs and thigh bones only hint,
by smallness, thinness and exility,
at women and at those of minor age.
A thought confirmed by broaches, combs and pins
that passed the flames or later joined
the gathered clinker in its doleful home.

These poor sere pieces once, when whole and firm,
played vital partner to the moister flesh,
but save we dream Ezekiel, tug hard
his sleeve, beseech him have these dry bones live,
we may not see a skull reject the fire,

The Fate of his Bones
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nor skin and muscle re-encase the bones,
nor organs take up fresh their housings deep.
As we would learn of these picked bones
the outline of their morbid thoughts who made
the obsequies and lit the pyre, who watched
the fracture of their comrade in the flames,
we’ll mimic huntsmen going after deer
who read its path in verdure trampled down,
and in these ancient remnants trace anew
their duty and their tenderness towards
the cindered remnants of departed friends;
that echoes in the care with which we plant
our own belovèds in Christ’s sacred field.

We hold that twelve square foot a fathom deep
is honour’s labour owed to our dead friends;
but are the sexton’s hours at pick and spade
more worthy than their old expenditure
in gathering a body’s worth of wood?
Consider also trinkets – though that word
degrades their tender items in our eyes:
whilst we preserve such glistening garnitures
above the ground and thread them onto grief-
struck children’s hands or velvet them away
in box or drawer, maintaining thus our live
œconomy, they held that ownership outlasted life
and for their purpose was perpetual.
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We may conjecture further from these goods
the funerary dressing of their friends
was not a shroud, but clothes they erstwhile wore.
Both indicators, haply, that their thought
held life continuous across the flames.

How will they judge who disinter ahead
in time our resting bones from future graves?
Will they restore our characters from our
knaved skulls: hold this one tender-hearted,
that a fool, all from the external form?
As if the noblest qualities of wine
may be derived from banding on the cask.
Will they rehearse the stone’s speech at our heads
to gain at least a name and make an age,
or will the symbols be as Egypt’s are to us?
What will they learn of hope beyond their days:
that requiescat for its proper sense
demands a waking at the end of sleep?
That we interred, alike to those en-urned,
await the greatest morning of the world
and reassembly from our scattered dust:
the few then living easily borne up
by weighty generations of the dead.
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It sits upon the left bank of the stream,
with roots deep spread in moist fertility,
and seasonally has its branches fruit.
The unattractive green and knuckled orbs,
hard-skinned and over-packed with chewy pips,
are eaten in the twilight by the mice
and badgers, otters, water rats and voles
that have their business by the water’s rim.

The tree is, mostly, by and large, content.
Except, the birds that arch the valley air
are invitations to the world beyond.
Not, of course, that it would ever leave,
(as if it could, with roots so deep and wide)
or want to leave, the habit of the stream.

The Ambivalent Tree
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Beyond the walls the fields sing their round
of beans and spuds, of beets and winter wheat.
Within, the ground is permanently green,
respecting every year as Jubilee.
But not out of intention; time on time
they try some trenches, set in each a seed
in expectation of the harvest home.

Harvest
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Be gentle my good lads: as table’s head
And conversation piece give me your care.
One clumsy touch will have me land

among the filth and rushes of the floor,
a meaty chunk for all the hounds
who gnaw their lives beside my chair.

Stand still. I want to count and see who’s here.
No one behind me? No? Is this what’s left?
Just seven, from all of Prydain’s glossy host?

And if the ravens grow not fat enough
my sister’s chilling slow beneath her cairn,
her fractured heart the end of all her grief.

Beyond the sea’s grey rim’s an empty land,
no Irish man alive on bog or hill:
as they would do to us, so have we done.

You have survived to nurse your wounds, recall
how in the bitter press our honour held,
a matter more than life, while comrades fell,

but think no further than the happy hour
when stomachs will be brimmed with flesh and mead.
You do not ask the when, the why, the how,

First Discourse – To his Followers
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or what will be when we all sink to mould,
when this great hall, all timbers rotted, thieved,
is nothing more than grizzled stones, a mound

of grass, yet still the only sign we lived.
The ripples in the tussocked turf will say
that you have died, but I will not be marked

with cist or cairn or simple mound of soil.
The fraying walls of London will enclose
the little hill which is my journey’s stop.

But even underground my work won’t cease:
my life will fence about this wasted land
to keep off death and plague and bring you peace.

Don’t try to think it out, just wrap your hand
about your mug and drink till you can’t stand.


